Subaru wrx head unit

Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this
product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a
question. Dasaita is focus on the android stereo more than 11 years. We also offered software
update support in the xda forum. Plug and Play, easy to install. Support Bluetooth to free your
hand. It will automatically turn on the rear camera view when you switch to reverse position.
You can choose the button light in 8 options, also you can setting hundreds of color through
RGB Combination. It will automatically turn on the front view few seconds when you are out of
reverse. Skip to main content. You can return the item for any reason in new and unused
condition: no shipping charges Learn more about free returns. How to return the item? Go to
your orders and start the return Select the return method Ship it! Fastest delivery: Saturday, Feb
27 Order within 8 hrs and 5 mins Details. In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your
transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security
system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. To hide it, choose Ship in
Amazon Packaging at Checkout. Ships from. Sold by. Dasaita Offical Store. Dasaita 9" 1 DIN
Android Include Add a Protection Plan:. Malfunctions covered after the manufacturer's
warranty. Power surges covered from day one. Most claims approved within minutes. Add No
Thanks. Add a gift receipt for easy returns. Image Unavailable Image not available for Color:.
Dasaita 9" 1 DIN Android Visit the dasaita Store. About this item 1. Android Compatible
Functions: Support Google Play and multiple languages. Support mirroring Link for iphone
Airplay and android phone easy-connect. Support subwoofer output and Bluetooth for hand
free call and music. What You Get: Free 8G memory card. ISO cable is included. GPS Map
installed in advance. Friendly customer service, lifetime software update. Frequently bought
together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to List. One of these items ships sooner than the
other. Show details. FREE Shipping. Ships from and sold by Dasaita Offical Store. Sold by
Tresalto and ships from Amazon Fulfillment. What other items do customers buy after viewing
this item? Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. Customers who viewed
this item also viewed. ViaBecs 9" Android Register a free business account. Have a question?
There was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again later. Product
Description. Characteristic: 1. Support to connect the Rear Camera It will automatically turn on
the rear camera view when you switch to reverse position. Button light color adjustable You can
choose the button light in 8 options, also you can setting hundreds of color through RGB
Combination. Support Steering Wheel Control But it doesn't work with the voice control button.
Support Original rear camera It will automatically turn on the front view few seconds when you
are out of reverse. After Installation. More details. Dasaita Compare with similar items. Item
Weight 7. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? See questions and answers. Customer
reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a
review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify
trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top
reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now.
Please try again later. I bought this unit, and it arrived on time, after installing I have had some
problems. Be prepared to wire in a switch to your glove box or somewhere to quick flip the
power as needed once to twice per week. Install is easy as far as wiring goes but don't expect a
perfect fit of the console back into the dash. The top or the bottom goes in but getting both is
near impossible. I had to use a diamond file to modify the 4 middle ports in my dash and the 4
middle tabs on the unit to allow it to fit both the top and bottom mounts - still not perfect. The
unit appears to "die" and comes to a black screen on boot every few days. This requires me to
pull the unit from the dash and re-plug the main power harness. There is no lock screen! If
device is stolen or goes in for maintenance, I recommend not having anything sensitive on it.
I've Frankenstein'd app's together to launch applock services on boot but it's not as simple as
Tasker working from boot. Screen brightness at night is a little too bright and the stock
brightness doesn't go down low enough, nor does max. Download a third-party app to lower the
brightness at night. It's awesome having Android in the car but this has nothing to do with
Dasaita and more to do with Google so no points there. Wiring is truly plug and play and easy to
figure out. Yes, you get backup cam. Yes, you get custom steering wheel controls. Touch is
responsive and great. Speed feels good. Scrolling is meh. Sound quality is amazing! Huge
improvement over stock. Very sleek addition the interior. Instantly recognizable to other Subi
drivers. Overall: The unit has it's design flaws and software bugs but the hassle is well
rewarded for the times the unit does perform over stock. Still worth a buy but understand you're
not buying flawless premium even at this price. Reconcile that with yourself before you
purchase. By Gene on September 10, Images in this review. Awesome Upgrade! It fits perfectly!
It really makes the car more entertaining to have and drive! I like the ability to have any android
app i want downloaded onto my head unit rather than being at the mercy of auto companies and

head unit manufacturers. The wait time is fine for me since it gives me time to pet the engine
warm up before going. Iris at Dasaita was quick to refund me the money once I told them about
it which was awesome. One thing to note. Iris has been great and kind at answering all of my
questions After almost 5 months of getting this I installed a kicker upgrade and the sound
quality is awesome! By mgf on February 22, This headunit is beautiful and runs very well. Does
almost everything I need. I am still unable to get the stock backup camera to work. Just a yellow
triangle. It very well be my fault but not much instructions on every connection. Overall, I am
extremely happy with the unit and the customer service. Iris has been very helpful. Turned out
to be my fault not hooking up everything correctly. Now it's perfect. Best purchased so far for
my car. Your browser does not support HTML5 video. I enjoyed this radio for less than a month.
Now all of a sudden the home function does not work. I've reset and preset the functions on the
wheel with no luck, not even the home button on the radio nor the screen itself even works. The
Power, Back, and Volume buttons work fine though. To get home I have to press back and exit
the applications to get back home Rending the entire unit worthless now. Very unfortunate
because I was genuinely enjoying it. See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries.
Translate all reviews to English. Perfetto grazie per la consegna super veloce ,funziona
perfettamente. Report abuse Translate review to English. Great product. Well above
expectations. Report abuse. Merci au support qui est rapide. Reviewed in France on June 9,
Customers who bought this item also bought. Pages with related products. There's a problem
loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon
Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for
shopping. Saita Navi. ViaBecs Offical Store. Microphone, Touchscreen. North America, South
America. North America. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find,
attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable
Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders
Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital
Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer
Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack
Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second
Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. JavaScript seems to be disabled in your
browser. For the best experience on our site, be sure to turn on Javascript in your browser.
Belsee is android auto head unit stereo manufacturer over 5 years. We are designed and
developed so many android in dash car radio gps navigation system audio player for many
vehicles. Best high quality and service is our mission. We care about our customers and
welcome to you feedback to us to improve car stereo player and service. Wellcome to Belsee
Toggle Nav. Home Car Radio Audi Radio. BMW Radio. VW Radio. Jeep Radio. Land Rover
Radio. Mercedes Benz Radio. Ford Radio. Skoda Radio. Opel Radio. Peugeot Radio. Porsche
Radio. Renault Radio. Fiat Radio. Mazda Radio. Toyota Radio. Mitsubishi Radio. Honda Radio.
Hyundai Radio. Kia Radio. Subaru Radio. Suzuki Radio. Nissan Radio. Chevrolet Radio. GMC
Radio. SEAT Radio. SsangYong Radio. Volvo Radio. Audi Radio. My Account. Currency
Currency : USD. Currency USD. All Categories Head Units Audi. Land Rover. Alfa Romeo.
Volkswagen New. BMW Stereo. Mercedes-Benz Stereo. VW Stereo. Mazda Stereo. Honda Stereo.
Peugeot Stereo. Renault Stereo. Jeep Stereo. Dodge Stereo. Chrysler Stereo. N
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issan Stereo. Ford Stereo. Hyundai Stereo. Kia Stereo. Toyota Stereo. Porsche Stereo. Subaru
Stereo. Single Din Android 9. Double din Android 9. Audi Stereo. KIA Stereo. Fiat Stereo. Opel
Stereo. Volvo Stereo. Mercedes Benz Stereo. Land Rover Stereo. Skoda Stereo. Mitsubishi
Stereo. Chevrolet Stereo. GMC Stereo. SEAT Stereo. SsangYong Stereo. Suzuki Stereo. Back up
camera. Front USB Camera. DAB Radio Antenna. OBD2 Scanner. Carplay adaptor. Android auto
adaptor. Car vacuum cleaner. Show 15 21 View as Grid List. Built-in Android 7. Learn More. Add
your review. Built-in Android 9. Built-in Android Shop By. Shopping Options Filter By Price.
Compare Products. Remove This Item Compare. Clear All. My Wish List. Last Added Items. Add
to Cart Add to Cart. Remove This Item. Go to Wish List. Believe to See. Keep touch with Belsee.
Sign up now! Social News. Contact Info. Customer Care. Popular Tags. All rights reserved.
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